Global Human Capital Trends 2016

The new organization:
Different by design
24 Maggio 2016

Agenda
10.00 Apertura lavori
10.15 Risultati ricerca Global Human Capital Trends 2016
10.45 Trend or Fact? Nuovi spunti per il Performance Management
11.15 Coffee break
11.30 Testimonianze aziendali
• Il caso Intesa Sanpaolo
• Il caso Generali
12.30 Q&A Session
13.00 Light lunch

Human Capital a livello globale
Oltre 7.000 professionisti in tutto il mondo
La nostra rete globale di Human Capital ha oltre 1,6 miliardi di $ di fatturato, ed ha avuto una crescita a due cifre nel corso degli ultimi anni. Integriamo la competenza
di 7.000 professionisti in area Human Capital che servono 100 paesi, e organizziamo team di collegamento tra le varie funzioni per soddisfare le esigenze aziendali.
Inoltre il nostro network interno favorisce la condivisione di esperienze di business multi settore grazie ai nostri esperti di employment risk, tax e law.

Servizi HC in Italia
• HR Transformation
Strategy & Planning
• HR Technology Strategy
• HR Service Delivery
• HR Technologies (Oracle,
SAP SF, WD)
• Workforce Analytics
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Strategic Change
Culture
Learning
Leadership Development
Talent Strategies
– Career Development &
Succession
– Diversity and Inclusion
– Performance,
Engagement & Retention
– Talent Sourcing
• Technology Adoption

Differenziatori strategici
Bersin by Deloitte is the premier research
organisation on learning, and follows companies
on the leading edge of learning and innovative
learning technologies. We leverage Bersin
benchmark data to help clients develop a
business case to support its vision of learning.

We’ve walked in your shoes. We bring relevant
and timely insights from our own recent learning
transformation journey and can share our
experience and perspectives. We can draw
upon the opportunity to experience DU and the
expertise of those who led the transformation.

We are the only professional services firm with
a dedicated learning practice of 250 learning
professionals, and global learning centers of
excellence in US, UK, Netherlands, Germany,
South Africa, Singapore, India, and Australia.

In our Learning Transformation Lab, we help
clients accelerate progress through a two-day
interactive workshop to align leaders around
a common vision of learning. We have
facilitated more than 1,200 labs in the last
three years.

Following a successful alliance over last four
years, Deloitte has acquired Kaisen Consulting.
This acquisition allows us to bring together our
leading Human Capital capability with Kaisen’s
research based methodologies to scale a new,
comprehensive leadership practice globally.
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Global Human Capital Trends 2016

One of the
largest-ever HR
and talent studies
Unless otherwise cited, all data referenced in this presentation is from the Global Human Capital Trends 2016 report.

7,000+

130

Business and
HR leaders

countries

Disrupting the workforce landscape

Demographic
upheavals:
Millennials make up
more than half the
workforce, and Boomers
are working into their
70s and 80s.

Digital technology
is everywhere:
Technology is disrupting
business models and
radically changing the
workplace and how
work is done.

Rate of change
has accelerated:
Business must become
more agile to keep
up with the rapid pace
of change.

New social
contract between
companies and workers:
Younger workers demand
rapid career growth,
compelling and flexible
workplace, and a sense
of purpose at work.

10 trends for 2016

Organizational design

92

The rise of teams
Shift from topdown hierarchy to

Only

a network of
teams to deliver

25

%

of large companies
are organized
functionally today

results faster

%

say the trend
is “very important”
or “important”

product and customer centric
dynamic networks of highly
empowered teams

empowerment

83

%

21
14
12

feel expert at building

% cross-functional teams

believe their companies are very ready to
% effectively redesign their organizations

understand the way their people
% work together in networks

are reorganizing
or plan to this year

strong
communication
rapid information
flow
faster and closed to their
mission

Organizational design

A network of teams

B
A

Transparent goals and
projects

C

F

B

C

Shared values and culture

A

D

How things were

E

D
G

E

How things “are”

Free flow of information
and feedback

People rewarded for
their skills and abilities,
not position

How things work

Leadership awakened

89

Generations, teams, science

%

Need different

types of leaders,
who are effective
as an individual
and in teams,
at all levels

59

%

have little or no
investment on
diversity in leadership

7
rigor
data

leadership as a
whole
versatile leaders

say the trend
is “very important”
or “important”

Initiatives to
develop versatile
leaders require
rigorous structure
backed by data

have strong programs to
% build Millennial leaders

13
14

have strong programs to
% build Global leadership
described themselves as
“strong” at succession
% planning throughout the
business

Learning

84

Employees take charge
Employees
today demand
learning
opportunities that
fit their individual
needs and
schedules

Learning must be
a continuous process,
not an episodic event,
and a company-wide
responsibility, not
confined to HR

employees in
charge
“dynamic learning
opportunities”
User’s
experience

engaging and
attracting

%

say the trend
is “very important”
or “important”

only

8

%

of companies believe
they deliver “very
effective” learning

More companies using
employee-centric learning models

43

%

of companies are
now embracing
MOOCs
to train
employees

15

%

of companies are
using advanced video,
triple last year

Digital HR

74

Revolution, not evolution

%

say the trend
is “very important”
or “important”

Fewer than

Digital HR brings
together SMAC
technologies to
improve the employee
and candidate
experience

Digital HR
increases employee
engagement —
some report 10X
more responses

20
59

are deploying HR

% mobile apps today

are developing mobile
% apps for HR transactions

Only

9

%

of companies
are “very
ready” for
digital HR

redefine the employee
experience and make
work easier, real-time,
more productive, and
more rewarding
Work life Balance?

Capabilities of HR Function

Growing momentum toward a new mandate
Significant
progress in employee
engagement, culture,
analytics, and adoption
of cloud-based

HR technology

HR capabilities
should continue

to evolve

78

say the trend
is “very important”
or “important”

%

Company capabilities
in talent practices

Percent change
in readiness
index from
2015 to 2016

Leadership development

14%

Employee engagement
and culture

13%

Analytics

11%

Learning

7%

14

%

increase in HR
alignment
with the business
since 2014

Culture

Shape culture, drive strategy
Senior leaders
must work with HR
to align culture
to business goals

Culture helps

bind people
together and can
drive execution
and consistency

82

%

28
19

believe they understand
% their culture well today

believe they have
% the “right culture”

believe “culture is a
potential competitive
advantage”

86

%

say the trend
is “very important”
or “important”

Engagement

85

Always on
Engagement
is shifting from
once per year to
an always on
employee listening
process

%

say the trend
is “very important”
or “important”

Despite the emergence of many tools for
frequently evaluating employee sentiment,

64%

11
4

are excellent at providing
programs for young, old, and
% multi-generational workforce

believe they fully engage
% Millennials and other generations

of organizations still
measure employee
engagement only
once a year

Engagement & Performance

A new approach
Engagement
“ always on”,
created,
measured and
monitored at all
levels,
linked to
compensation

Investments in
development planning
reduce voluntary and
high performer
turnover while
increasing the
average revenue by
employee1

%

of organizations still
measure employee
engagement only
once a year

Ongoing,
Continuous

Burdensome,
Fixed

Despite the emergence of
many tools for frequently
evaluating employee sentiment,

64

Annual,
One-Time

Business drivers and
engagement demand
a new approach to
manage performance
Flexible,
Agile, Simple

Assumption
Based

Data Driven

Future
Outlook
The defining
characteristic of high
performing teams is
that each member
feels that their role
repeatedly calls upon
their strengths2

Centralized,
Deferred

Local,
Real-Time

Appraisal
Focused

Development
Focused
Remediation

1
2

Bersin: High Impact Performance Management (2011) [n=200+]
Gallup Organization Research (1998 – present)

Strengths

2016 Global Human Capital Trends
The new organization: Different by design
www.deloitte.com/hctrends
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A year of change and disruption

The digital world of
work has disrupted
the way
we operate, enabling
an "always-on"
organization, focused
on culture,
engagement,
open communication,
and feedback

A new organization
a has emerged, a
"network of teams,"
forcing companies to
reorganize, redesign
roles and rewards,
redefine careers, and
change the role of
management

Enabling this
organization, talent
focus is focusing on
the employee
experience,
influenced by
design thinking,
the app economy,
and transparency

HR leaders are
responding rapidly,
focused on analytics,
design thinking,
employee-driven
learning, and
digital HR

A new breed of
leaders is emerging:
Younger, more
connected, more
agile, always
learning, developed
through science

2016 will be a

disruptive year,
as new models of
management, open
feedback, new HR
platforms, and
organization design
take center stage
for the human
capital agenda
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Innovation Summit 2016
L’Innovation Summit 2016 Deloitte sul tema «Innovazione, benessere e qualità
della vita» che si terrà a breve ci fornirà interessanti spunti sul mondo HR

Ci vediamo il prossimo autunno per discuterne
assieme!

